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Fig. 2. Plate reconstructions at �440 Ma (early Silurian) with exposed la
ocean, and (a) ‘‘Modern land” flooded areas (light blue) and exposed land of
that is currently flooded (pink areas). Our reconstructions assume th
pathways between continents were also exposed in the past, based on li
and fossil distributions over 10 Myr intervals. However, those land area
exposed today. (b) ‘‘Continental” flooded area (updated fromMarcilly et al.,
Baltica; L, Laurentia, S, Siberia.
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The authors regret an error in Fig. 2. Paleogeographic recon-
structions used for illustration (age 440 Ma) are inaccurate and
should be replaced with the following. This figure was intended
to illustrate the different definitions of flooding used in the article;
however, the faulty reconstructions can mislead the reader regard-
ing the location of land masses during the early Silurian.

Additionally, we discovered errors in Table 1 where values were
left uncorrected by mistake. The corrected values are available in
the supplementary material and in red in the corrected Table 1
below:
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Table 1
Land and flooding areas through time with a 10 Myrs time step, and calculated sea levels for both ‘‘modern-land” and ‘‘continental flooding”. The mismatch between modern land
and exposed land during 20–0 Ma is linked to many islands that are mapped in the exposed land model.
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